Nieuwsbrief nr. 9
McGregor, 25 October 2021

Dear Friends of Symbulon Charitable Trust,

One hope has become true
In Newsletter 8 we mentioned what we were hoping for.
In this newsletter we are happy and proud to be bringing Great News!
But before we go into that, we want to share with you a great development regarding
seven dancers of First Step Ballet McGregor who in these days are performing during the
South African International Ballet Competition from 19 until 23 October 2021. It was
beautiful to see how these girls have reached high level of dancing thanks to Mary, and
watching them being proud to travel to Cape Town last Monday.
Please click the image below to watch a short video
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Big big news
Last week our OtP (O er to Purchase) has been accepted by the sellers of plot 118 here
in McGregor; Symbulon Charitable Trust is soon to be the proud owner of a piece of land
in the centre of McGregor, with the intention to build a facility for Dance, Music and Visual
Arts, primarily to provide a bespoke dance studio for First Step Ballet McGregor, but also
open for other or new initiatives. This will be possible after the necessary formalities have
been ful lled.

This important step forward was made possible
by two important interventions. Recently, a new
couple has been residing in McGregor on the
Sempurna Estate: Paul and June Savage. They
were informed about the unsatisfactory
development of a splendid approved Studio
building plan that has been destroyed because of
the abuse of power by two of our ve neighbouring
farmers. Paul and June love dancing and realised the importance that such a facility will
mean to the children of McGregor. Supporting the initiatives of Symbulon Charitable Trust
regarding a Dance School, they made a generous donation of funds to purchase 2/3 of
the purchase price of plot 118, if the Trust was able to nance the remaining 1/3.
And that is what the Trust was able to do
thanks to a recent donation done by
André Rieu in cooperation with Prof. Teus
van Laar, as previously mentioned in
Newsletter 8.
The Trust will be the o cial owner of plot
118 in about 3 months once all the
property transfer formalities have been
completed.
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Plot 118
Plot 118 is a piece of land well located in the centre of McGregor - an astonishing 4000
square metres in size. There are two dilapidated historic buildings on the site dating from
1857. We intend to restore them and give them new life as part of the proposed new
modern dance facility being designed by our architect Louise van Riet.
The rst step that
has to be made is a
rezoning
Application to the
Municipality: a
rezoning from
“Residential” to
“Community 1,
Place of
Instruction”. Last
Monday we met
with the
Municipality, and
learned that no
obstacles should
be expected. After
the rezoning is
approved, building
plans must be
submitted for approval. Then we can
start the realisation of the long
standing idea.
Along with summer holidays it is a
matter of waiting for about half a year
for a groundbreaking ceremony.
We will use the intervening time for
fundraising, because without the
necessary funds, this plan cannot be
realised.
Thank you for your attention and support,
Best regards,
On behalf of Bestuur Stichting Symbulon: Nelleke, Caroline, Jan
and Symbulon Charitable Trust: Louise, Anne, Caroline en Jan
Jan, voorzitter Stichting Symbulon, chairman Symbulon Charitable Trust
www.symbulon.online
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